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In Early modern times, the urban triumphal entry plays with a number of mediums: pageants, then more and
more painted tableaux. As historical studies have shown in recent decades (including recently the work of
Elodie Lecuppre-Desjardin concerning the Flemish cities of the Burgundian State), the topics are treated as a
dialogue between the princely or ecclesiastical power and the urban power - the political actors deciding the
programs. The messages and their embodiment are dependent upon these powers and their nature. The longterm evolution of these ceremonies, to their relics in the twentieth century, however, remains little studied,
perhaps because these forms of collective expression almost disappeared during the decades following the
Second World War. The triumphal arches erected in the industrial cities of Upper Silesia in 1922 to greet the
Polish Army pertains yet to that legacy; and similarly, at the same time the pageants animating the processions
of Corpus Christi in Pas-de-Calais mining villages are a distant echo to the Flemish rituals of the triumphal
entries of Charles V.

The hypothesis of the existence on the long view of an urban culture of self-

representation may be raised. Its verification requires a study of the evolution and mutation of these rites of
triumphal entries. Their essential components were: a parade visiting relevant places, greeting rituals,
Triumphal arches build for the procession. Such ceremonies are based on a urban specific culture of
representation. Its evolution shall be analyzed, focusing on issues such as: composition of the processions, its
itinerary, arrangement of the various actors, gestures and words exchanged between those who are entering
and those who receive them, Triumphal arches allegories. Can we measure both geographical and temporal
extension of such ceremonies throughout Christian Europe? Can we identify regional peculiarities? How did
these customs spread in space and time? Are we to observe transfers, for example from secular to religious
ceremonial? How did (or not) these rites adapt to the advent of the industrial city (or not) and to the changes
of the nature of powers? Did these changes affect the topography or the form of the ritual in a given city ? At
what point do we note the decline of this specific form of urban culture? Two axes can be privileged to address
these issues: studying on the long-term the rituals of a city, and tracking the spread of a specific form of
representation of the European urban community linked to the triumphal entries.
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